URBAN CANCER SOLUTIONS
Coalition Meeting
July 20, 2020
1:00 - 2:00 pm CST

1:00 Welcome & Prayer (Speaker: Ashton Gatewood, OKCIC)

1:05 Survivor Remarks (Speaker: Jessica)

1:10 Member Introductions (Jessica)
  ● Name
  ● Location

1:15 Reveal the Cancer Plan! (30 min, Speaker: Misha with additional staff support)
*Walkthrough the Cancer Plan, highlighting key sections and elements. Build excitement and buy-in to the document, discussing the unique sectors that will be needed to be represented to address the different items in the plan. This will be a collaborative effort and require us to be at our best.*
  ● Provide a general outline/formulate the Cancer Plan follows
  ● Walk through each Cancer Plan section
  ● Share Cancer Plan
  ● Send us your comments about the plan
  ● Think about and/or Tell us where you fit into the plan

1:45 Member updates/share back/reflection (5 min) (Speaker: Lindsey)
*It may be nice to allow time to react to what has been shared.*
  ● What was your overall impression of the cancer plan?
    ○ Craig D: Overall cancer plan is very comprehensive; likes that it calls out disparities and talks about the lack of data representation; this is vital to the steps that we take to address them at institutions.
      ■ Question: what is the purpose of focusing on urban Indian programs?
    ○ Josh H.: appreciates how it is thoughtfully laid out, appreciates the ways and abilities to capture culture as objectives
    ○ Craig D.: great job at all the work
    ○ Jessica D.: I really like how it is pulled together in a way that almost provides step by step guidance on how to offer the best cancer care for our patients. I think it is comprehensive but very straight forward.
  ● What do you like best about the cancer plan?
  ● What stood out to you that is new or surprised you?
    ○ Craig D.: relationship between cancer centers and AICAF
    ○ Sheana D.: what does it look like for the patient (clinical linkages)?
      ■ AICAF: conversation to come
    ○ Josh H.: nothing surprising
  ● What section or objective are you most interested in?
- Jessica D.: survivorship and palliative care options, because IHS doesn’t cover hospice; how do other facilities approach that option to care?
- Craig D.: increasing education materials; objectives on clinical trials, at Fred Hutch they are trying to increase resources on clinical trials
- Josh H.: tobacco policy work

1:50 **Next Steps** (5 min) (Speaker: Melissa)

**AICAF has scheduled out the next meetings. Please see below. The required meetings occur one month prior to or during an awareness month. Tune in to these meetings to get a head start on promoting the awareness month at your clinic. We are working with the leadership team to build an advisory team.**

*Part of being a member of the coalition is to participate and help us plan awareness campaigns Conversations to help you participate and share input on clinic participation*

- Send leadership nominations
- Coalition Meetings
  - Future meetings will happen on the third Monday of every month. Meetings that are in an Awareness Month are required. Next Meetings:
    - **August 17, 2020** *(Optional)*
    - **September 21, 2020** *(Required: Indigenous Pink Planning)*
    - **October 19, 2020** *(Required: Indigenous Pink & Sacred Breath/Lung Cancer Awareness Month planning)*
    - **November 16, 2020** *(Required: Sacred Breath/Lung Cancer Awareness Month)*
  - No meeting in December
- Future Events
  - August *(Breastfeeding Awareness Month and Immunization Awareness Month)*
    - **Indigenous Milk is Medicine Webinar** on Tuesday, August 11 at 12 PM CT
  - Do the other clinics and organizations have anything going on?
    - Most of the clinics are doing COVID testing (OKCIC hitting COVID peak)
    - NNN: scheduling webinar next month
    - Craig: not much, shifting focus and some of the disparities that are focused; started personal protective equipment drive; will pass on the information